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if somebody tell you that there is no way to pass the written exam, just laugh at it and keep trying.
during my last attempt(ccie r&s written), i passed with 130 marks. i had decided to call this trip my
last try as i was confident that i won’t get the ccie title again. i have to admit i didn’t spend much

time on my blogs or to read ccie books as i was also preparing for the giac cloud-2 exam. now that i
am trying to book the written exam for ccie r&s i do have more spare time and i am enjoying it. i

have done everything to get a good score. thanks for posting this article! great insight, keep it up.
would be a good article for everyone to read and ponder over. one of the most important mistakes
people make is to stop after they take the ccie written exam. i’ve taken the exam 2x, once for the

ccie and once for the ccie test center then i passed it both time and in both exam location. everytime
you pass the written exam you get to a new level and the moment you stop, you lose a lot of points
in respect to the level you wanted to be at. when i passed the exam i was in my 2nd attempt and i
thought i had nothing left to learn in this exam so i have given up. however, my ccie coach started
me on the soft skills again which kind of motivated me and i was able to pass my ccie practical. i
would do the same thing again and try to do my best in the written exam. don’t say i don’t have

anything to learn, there is definitely a lot of knowledge that i want to learn. i have to say that i could
only read this article at the moment i sat for ccie written exam. it came as a big surprise when i hear
that i can use cisco.com to ask interview questions. i like the fact that the ccie written exam is more

like ccna and other cisco certifications. you are allowed to ask more exam questions. i like the
concept of implementing cisco labs in the exam. to me it seems that the exam is not so much about
the cisco skills but about your understanding of the cisco routers. i think that it took me 3 months
just to refresh the know how of the topologies and ifcp. i hope i will not repeat the same problem.

good luck to all of you!
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i passed my cie certification in us for 11 years ago and still i am not able to figure it out to pass this
exam. i am working in telco as analyst now and i am really difficult to understand and figure out, for
me to pass this exam i am decided to passed this certification again and my plan is to started with
200-125 and after that i will proceed with 350-401  hi mike, just purchased 300-115 practice test (it

is indeed useful) and prepared 300-401. hope i can pass this ccie certification which is very
important for my career.. it was very difficult for me because i have to work on a project which

contains many topics, security, networking etc. that not to talk about the subject which is v4 and
which i did not have much idea of. hi mate, i am still in my ccie wave 1 lab. what i have gone through
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during my wave 1 and 2 there is a realisation that this certification is a hard task to accomplish, but
if you prepare well you will definitely be a success. as i had mentioned before, coming from an it

background, it was easy to refresh my knowledge about networking topics. then i understood that i
needed to prepare my study folder & my vcp. i prepared my folder on 15th aug 2012 & then cleared
my vcp on 30th aug 2012. that was a key factor for my success. now i had everything, just one last

task of recording my notes on blog. after that i started my preparations for v2.0 of the red book
(software). fortunately, i found this site, where i can find the v2.0 study material & completed my

homework with little help from the people. i knew that it would be a very long journey & i need to be
strong to face my upcoming challenge & to be prepared for failures & i am. i love to listen myself &

keep myself relaxed. i find my enjoyment by reading books, doing my homework for the exam,
playing video games, surfing on the internet. doing this every day makes me confident for my exam.
i never thought that there would be a very difficult topic like "apipa" in my test. i have prepared for

that topic with the guidance of the instructors and find it's easy to learn. now i am practicing for that
topic every day. 5ec8ef588b
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